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Introduction. iresentat ion of the iroblens.
The study of biennial bearin? of apple trees as a
nutritional problem has occupied the attention of pomolo-
pists increasingly durin* the past thirty years.
Previous
to 1910, the investigations were concerned
chiefly with
the condition of the tree as a whole. Since
that time
attention has been directed more and more toward
the in-
dividual fruit spur. Phe present supposition
is that the
phyaiological and chemical condition of the region
nearest
the deveV ping bud are responsible to a
considerable degree
for its behavior, and that these conditions
are inHuonced
nore or less by the activities of the
spur itself. The
activities considered to the greatest extent
have been
extension of growth, leaf spread, blossoming,
and fruit
sett ing.
The objects of the studies of present
investigators
are to determine '.first, the conditi
ons -which U in* atout
the differentiation of blossom buds
and the setting of
fruit; and second, the manner in
which these conditions
are influenced by external factors.
IM end in view is
the control of nutrition in ft. spur
by varying external
factors.
ft. investigation herein
reported deals with the
effect of certain actiniae and
characteristics of the
fruit spur in one year upon its
performance during tie
succeeding year, if the growth and
hearing of a spur
influencs the conditions which .re
responsible for the
diff rentiation of hloss om hue's
upon it. it is
to te expected that there should be a relationship
between these activities in one season and the bearing
In the next* If this be the case, therefore, all
spurs which form blossom buds and bear fruit should
show certain conrron characteristics, and should differ
In these from spurs which are barren*
The objects of the study herein presented are
to determine the extent to which the above suppositions
are true, with particular regard to the length of
growth, age and position of spurs, and previous blossom-
ing or bearing*
Review of literature*
In the following brief review of literature no
attempt is made to cover all discussions and investiga-
tions upon the subject of biennial bearing which have
been published in past or recent years. The effort is
intended to show the changes in attitude of observers
and investigators toward the subject, and to aumn&rise
the present status of opinion on it* Studies on the
general subject of blossom bud formation have not teen
reviewed, except as they deal with variations in con-
ditions which are of a biennial character*
There are but few references to the subject
of alternate or biennial bearing in poeologieai litera-
ture published earlier than 1900. All opinions stated
were based rather upon general observation than upon
3.
detailed study. As one would expect under the circum-
stances, there was considerable diversity of opinion
upon the matter.
Cole (8) in 1849 stated that alternation of
hearing was a varietal character, since some varieties
are regular hearers while others are not. He helieved
that alternation was not caused hy exhaustion* and
that it could he controlled hy removal of hlossoms in
the heavily hearing year.
Downing (11) (1864) disagreed in several respects
with Cole, He stated, "The hearing year of the apple,
in common culture, only takes place every alternate
year, owing to the excessive crops which it usually
produces, »| which they exhaust most of the organizable
matter laid up hy the tree, which then requires another
season to recover and collect a su fieient supply again
to form fruit huds. When half the fruit is thinned out
in a young state, leaving only a moderate crop, the
apple, like other fruit-trees, will hear every year, as
it will also if the soil is kept in high condition.
The hearing year of an ap^le tree, or a whole orchard,
may he changed hy picking off the fruit when the trees
first show good crops, allowing it to remain only in
the alternate seasons which we wish to make the hearing
year."
Ourney (14) (1894) subscribed to Downing •
8
opinion that exhaustion was the cause of biennial bearing,
and that ; roper fertility would assist in bringing about
4.
regular bearing.
The beginning of the twentieth century marked the
beginning of more exact observation upon the nature of
the flowering habit of the apple, and upon the causes,
manner, and time of the formation of blosnom buds. One
of the earliest investigators who worked in this manner
was E. S. Goff. (12). His studies on the time and
manner of blossom-bud formation led him to state (1900)
that alternation was not due to the exhaustion of the
tree, since it was characteristic of trees weakened by
external causes to form numerous blossom-buds. His con-
clusions were that heavy bearing of a tree used up all
the reserve buds, and that varieties of apple which
bore annually were able to do so because they formed
flowers in the buds of the current season.
Beach (4) (1903) stated that the thinning of
apples did not change the snount or the regularity of
fruit production.
Chandler (7) (1910) explained that thinning
was not effective in breaking up the alternating habit
of apples, since alternation was due more to the
formation of the blossom than to the later development
of the fruit. He ascribed alternation to a
generally
weakened condition of the tree, such as would be
in-
duced by growing continuously in sod. He
suggested
proper pruning, cultivation, and fertilising as
methods
of maintaining the vigor necessary for regular
bearing.
Herrick (17) (1910) stated that annual
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thinning would tend tr produce annual bearing, though
it would require several years to correct trees that
were well established in the alternating habit.
Bailey (2) (1911) in his Pruning Book said that
apple spurs did not blossom in the year succeeding
fruit bearing because the fruit was the prime interest,
and the side bud on the spur did not receive sufficient
nourishment to form a blossom.
Paddock and Whipple (21) (1913) wrote as follows
regarding regular bearing: "While the oapaeit of a
variety to produce annual crops is undoubtedly in-
fluenced by several factors— (the indication is that)
—the characteristic of fruit bearing on one-year-old
spurs is conducive to the production of annual crops."
Also, "Eruit spurs, as a rule, may bear fruit every
other year, but in reality such regularity is far from
being common.
Batohelor (3) (1913) published the following
statement: "Much of the so-called alternate bearing in
apple trees is directly traceable to the fact that
they overbear one year and recover from this overtax
by bearing a very light crop the following year."
He
recommenaed thinning as a method to produee annual
bearing.
Thomas (£4) (1914) agreed with this opinion.
Be stated. "The bearing of apple trees
which yield
excessive crops is only every alternate
year; but by
thinning out a large portion of the fruit
while yet
scull, the exhaustion will not be so rreat
as to render
the tree barren the second season, and it will
bear
annually*
Sourley (13) (1915) found that she leaf area
of
a spur was greater during its non-bearing
year than
when it was bearing fruit. His experiments
on thinning
Balewin gave no posltire results in securing
regular
bearing.
Yeager (£6) in 1916 Bads one of the first
de-
tailed studios of the performance of
individual spurs
in consecutive years. Eis observations
on 8000 spurs
led hi* to the discovery that ."Among
spurs of snifor.
a^o. there was a corked degree of
correlation between
their length and production. " Also,
"fhere was con-
siderable correlation between the amount
of growth
that a spur made one year and its
production in the
following year, rbc average Orimes
spur grew acre
during the year that it produced
fruit than in the year
it was not fruit ing.*
flcfcori* tZ&) (1916) after studying
the yields
pC eeveral varieties through
five years, concluded that
tia alternate bearing of an entire
orchard argued
against individual alternation of
the troes. He be-
lieved that there wore two tendencies
present in apple
trees, a feeble one toward alternate
cropping, and a
stronger **» toward consecutive
cropping. One of these
would predominate over the other
according to son*
differences in circumstance or
seasons, which could
7.
not then be
:
articularined. Ee considered that the
climate was a very important factor in biennial
hearing, particularly the late spring frosts, which
seemed to occur in a biennial cycle.
Butler (6) (1917) thought that exhaustion was not
the cause of alternating in bearing, since the trees
made a good growth during the non-bearing year. Ee
concluded that regular growth was essential for annual
bearing, and that to secure this condition required an
annual growth which deviated very little from t^e mean.
Eeinicke (16) (1917) found that the weight of a
spur had considerable influence upon the setting of
fruit.
?/iggans (25) (1918) expressed the idea that alterna-
tion of bearing was more or less a varietal characteristic
which was found to a greater extent on later vurieties,
because of the emphasis placed upon hifh yields. Ee
found that annually bearing varieties, as Jonathan and
Winesap, were able to develop blossoms in successive
seasons on the same spur in much greater proportion than
biennially bearing varieties, such as York, home and
Gano. Phe annually bearing varieties developed a fairly
high percentage of bloom every year, while the alterna-
ting ones produced a very high peicentage in one year
and none in the next. Bearing spurs had a smaller total—-~
leaf area, than non-benring spurs. Ee believed that the
I'ruitful year of alternating sorts could be changed by
accident or design.
Auchter (1) (1919) wrote as follows: "In the oase of
biennial bearers, it appears as though nearly all spurs
on the trees bloom and that most of these set fruit
until the June drop and then do not bloom the next year,
cr if they do bloom, they do not set and thus the same
spurs bloom again the next year. Such spurs make little
growth during the bearing year. If greater spur growth
were secured, a greater number of spurs would bloom in
the off-year, especially the non-blossoming spurs of the
year before. Results indicate that a variety is not an
annual bearer because the same spurs bloom in succession.
They indicate that either a certain percentage of the
total spurs on such varieties do not bloom in the heavy
crop year and thus such spurs bloom and set fruit the
next year, or if all the spurs do bloom, a certain per-
centage of the spurs do not set and thus more readily
bloom and set the next year," Ee said also that the
formation of terminal and lateral fruit buds on one-
year-old growths of certain varieties was sufficient
to make them bear annually, without reference to the
spurs. His belief was that weather exerted a marked
influence on blossom-bud formation.
fioberts (23) (1920) as a result of measurements
on three thousand spurs of Wealthy, classified the
spurs according to their annual growth, and pointed out
a marked correlation between the length of gxowth in
one season and the performance in the next. His
classification was as foil ws:
"(1) Terminal leaf buds (short spur class,) average
length 2.55 mm., 1/8 inch.
(2) Blossom buds (non-fruiting spurs) average
length 4.28 mm., 3/16 inch.
(3) Blossom buds (spurs which set fruits) average
length 12.14 mm., 1/2 inch.
(4) Leaf buds (long spur class) average length
18.14 mm., 3/4 inch and over."
He concluded that biennial bearing was related to spur
growth, in that. In the on-ycar, ractically all spurs
made a smaller growth than three millimeters and so
made no blossom buds for the next year, while in the
off-year from 85 to 90 percent of the spurs were in the
second and third classes above, and so bios raced and set
fruit in the following season. His recommendation
for
the bringing about of annual bearing was the
modifica-
tion of growth by pruning, fertilization, and
other
practices, so that sufficient spurs were secured
in the
medium length classes every year.
Crow (9.10) came to the same conclusions
as
l.oberts concerning the relation of spur length
to spur
performance. His recommendations for securing
annual
bearing were decidedly similar to tho«e
jested oy
Roberts.
Money and Plagge (20) (1921) stated
that annual
bearing was dependent upon good g owth
not only of
old fruit spurs, but also of young
lateral spurs and
terminals.
Hooker (18) (1920) found that the seasonal
variations of the chemical constituents of the spur
were characteristic of the condition of the spur,
whether hearing, non-bearing, or barren. In general,
the bearing and sterile spurs were extreme in their
conditions, while the non-bearing spur showed con-
di tie/is intermediate between them* The conditions of
bearing aid non-bearing spurs of the same tree were
practically identical with the conditions of spurs
from different trees in bearing and in the off year,
respectively. Conditions leading fco high starch and
low nitrogen content at the time of fruit bud differ-
entiation apparently were essential to productivity.
Hooker and Bradford (Id) (1921) after observing
the growth and performance of 13,000 spurs under
various conditions, found that there was an increase
in the number of blossom buds formed with the increase
of length of growth, on the four varieties studied.
There was a difference, however, in the percent of
bearing on spurs of the same length in the different
varieties. They stated, "Correlation between spur
growth and performance implies a considerable degree
of autonomy in the spur. Under certain conditions
practically all the spurs either form fruit buds or
they do not; unde. other conditions some spurs form
fruit buds while others, intermixed with them, do not.
In the lattex case the correlation between growth and
fruit bud formation attains some importance. However,
enough evidence is available to indicate that thouph
conditions within the spur are always important and
frequently decisive, conditions in the tree hack of
the spur are also important and frequently decisive of
tie spur*s performance."
Earvey and Marneek {16) (19£1) stated that the
effects of defoliation on spurs showed a high decree of
individuality of the spur, or dependence of the spur on
its own leaves for normal activity. Varieties were
somewhat different in the amount of individuality shown.
Grimes, an annual variety, showed the least, in that
its defoliated spurs behaved as the untreated ones in
a higher percent of cases than the defoliated spurs of
other varieties.
Bradford (5) (19SS) found that the shoots of trees
which were fertilized with nitrogen formed a greater
number of spurs per shoot than those on tre'es without
nit r open-carrying fertiliser. Likewise shoots of a
given length on nitrogen-fertilised trees formed mor
spurs than those of t) e same length on unfertilised trees.
Methods and Extent of the Present Study,
In this investigation, the method of study was to
measure and make observations on every growing point.
On large trees, where the bearing habit was apparently
uniform, single scaffold branches were studied; where
the growth and bearing habit were variable from branch
to branch, branches representative of each type of
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variation were studied separately. Several sirall
trees were covered entirely.
The growths studied were classified according to
length of the previous season's growth, into one-cen-
timeter classes. Four clas. es were established on the
has is of position: (1) terminal growths or one-year-
old wood, (2) spurs on two-year-old wood, (S) spurs on
three-year- old wood, and (4) spurs on four -year-old
and older wood. The basis upon which separation of
growths into these classes was made is explained in
Figure 1. Terminals were not so designated on the
basis oflength, but of position. It was considered,
when measurements were being taken, that a division
of growshs into spurs and shoots according to length
could be made at any time, if observation indicated
that this should be done. A growth was classified M
a terminal when it had extended from the terminal
bud of a previous season's growth, the axillary buds
of which had developed into spurs, or when it was
obviously a continuation of the axis of a branch.
This classification excludes from the terminal class
those spurs which make a long growth in one year, but
which return to the spur condition of short growth
and no axillary branching in the next.
Spurs on two-yei.r-old wood were those which had
originated during the previous season from axillary
buds. Spurs on three-year- old and on four-year and
older wood were those cn wood of the respective ages
15 .
Figure 1.
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which had continued to grow only from terminal buds,
or from side buds on the cluster bases of fruits,
Bie ape of the spur was taken, therefore, from the
age of the wood on which it originally developed
from an axillary bud.
Bearing and non-bearing spurs were grouped
separately. Account was kept of bearing from
axillary buds, and of bearing on spurs which had
blossomed also in the previous year. Whenever any un
usual features were observed, as second growth late
in the season, or special results of mechanical or
other injury, they were noted.
Spurs which blossomed but failed to set fruit
were counted as non-bearing, and no special record
of them was kept. The work of Heinicke (16) has
shown that spurs ishich carry fruit past the various
drops of partially developed fruits have larger leaf
area and greater weight than those which blossom bu';
do not mature fruit, fhe spurs which blossom but do
not mature fruit are therefore somewhat different
in a few respects from bearing spurs, and since they
are non-bearing, to all practical purposes, they
were classed with those which did not blossom as non-
bearing spurs.
Wherever possible, bienniaaiy bearing trees
which were alternating with each other under similar
cultural conditions in the same season were selected
for study. Eeeords were taken for two successive
seasons on seveial trees of this description. These records
make possible the coicpiris ons of trees in opposite con-
ditions of bearing, and between the alternating opposite
conditions of the saire tree.
The biennially bearing varieties studied were
Wealthy, Oldenburg, Wagener , Baldwin, and York. Some trees
of each variety which were distinctly alternating were
selected, and in a few cases some which were apparently
not markedly alternating were found. Where branch -to-
branch alternation was discovered, studies of the
separate branches were reads. The annually bearing
varieties observed were Mcintosh, Ben Davis, Cano,
Twenty-Ounce, and St ayman. Moat of the trees were in
the orchards of the Massachusetts Agricultural College
and Experiment Station at Amherst; the rest were in the
experimental orchards of the Pennsylvania State College.
Records were taken on fcrty-seven trees. In
all, approximately 82,500 growing points were studied,
and their growths were measured.
Descriptions of the Trees Studied.
Unless otherwise noted, the orchards or blocks
designated in the following descriptions are parts of
the plant iners of the Massachusetts Agricultural College
and Experiment Station.
Wealthy . Detailed studies were made on five
trees of Wealthy, namely ,-G-l. Q-2. and 0-3 in the
Clark
Orchard, and D-5 and D-7 in Block B. The first
three
trees named are mature trues which were planted about
1895. They habitually bear heavy crops in alternate
years, as do the rest of the trees in the row with them.
G-l and G-2 alternate with the rest of the row, of which
0-5 is quite typical, bearing their heavy crops in even
years, while G-3 and the remaining trees in the row
. roduce their crops in odd years. In 1921, however,
G-3 and the other trees of which this was the noriral
bearing year were sowewbat affected by a late freeze
which injured some of the blossoms. The injury was not
sufficient to prevent a full crop; however, the amount
of fruit -setting was reduced over that which normally
takes place on Wealthy. At any rate, the influence of
the freeze evidently brought about conditions favorable
to the fornation of sufficient blossom buds to cause
nearly a full erop in 1922. Most of this crop was
carried on very short, successively blossoming spurs.
All three trees are located on a western slope, on stony
loam of the Holyoke soil series. The soil management
practiced is tillage early in the growing season and
cover-cropping in midsnnmer, with an application in
early spring of Bix pounds of nitrate of soda per tree.
D-5 and D-7 are young trees in full bearing, whose
habit of bearing is distinctly alternating in that they
bear heavy crops in even years. They are located on
nearly level, stony loam of fair fertility. 8#$ is
situated in a guard row between plots, one of which is
under tillage and the other under sod. The sod plot
receives annual applications of nitrogen-carrying
fertilizer in early Serine. D-? ia entirely in the
sod plot, and is apparently considerably more vigorous
than D-E.
Oldenburg
.
All the studies on Oldenburg trees
were made in the orchard of the Uassaehusetts Agri-
cultural College. A-12, the only mature tree studied,
is an old tree located in the Owen Orchard, which was
renovated in 1914. It was a biennially bearing tree
previous to 1921, producing its heavy crop in odd
years. Since 1921 it has borne annually, because of
frost injury in the spring of that year, which
materially reduced its crop. It is now apparently
returning to its previous habit of bearing. A-12 is
under the tillage-cover-erop system of orchard
canagement
.
7.-1, H-l, and £-8 are young trees in full bear-
ing; the first is in Block F, and the others in
Bl ck E. All three trees are distinctly biennial in
bearing habit, bearing their heavy crops in even years.
E-l and Z-8 are in sod-mulch plots; E-l receives com-
plete fertilizer and 2-8, nitrate of soda annually,
applied in early Spring. Both are very vigorous,
i roductive trees. E-l is in a tillage-cover-crop plot,
receiving no fertilizer. It is less vigorous than
either E-l or K-8
,
and produces somewhat smaller crops.
ff-13 is a young tree just coming into bearing. It is
located In Block D, which is managed under the sod-
mulch system; it is quite vigorous, and is producing
18.
small annual crops.
Baldwin. 0-1 and 0-5 are mature Baldwin trees in
the Clark Orchard. Both are in sod-mulch; 0-1 receives
ten pounds and 0-5 fifteen pounds of nitrate of soda
annually, applied in eai ly Spring, before blossoming
takes place, the former tree is deeidedly biennial;
the latter bears annual crops which are unevenly dis-
tributed on different branches.
A-25, 0-25, and 0-19 are young trees of fail
bearing age, located in Block JS. A-25 is a heavy
biennial* bearer; 0-25 is a medium biennial bearer which
has carried a large part of its crop on terminal
growths; G-19 bears light to medium crops annually.
All three trees are in a good, vigorous condition.
A-25 and 0-25 are in a guard row between two plots, one
of which receives nitrate of soda on sod mulch, and the
other of which is a tillage-cover crop plot. G-19 is
in a tillage-cover crop plot; it receives no fertiliser.
frees H-9, R-10. 1-4. 1-9, and J-3 are in the
Experimental Orchard of the Pennsylvania State College,
State College, Pa. All are managed under sod-mulch.
The soil in this orchard is a gravelly clay loam
of the
Hagerstown series. The plots on which these trees
are
located were under clean tillage from the time
the trees
were planted, in 1909. until 1920, when they
were
seeded to a mixed grass and clover sod. H-9, 1-4.
and
1-9 receive no applications of commercial fertilizer;
H-10 receives ten pounds of nitrate of soda
immediately
after blossoming; J-3 receives five pounds of nitrate of
soda in the Spring immediately before blossoming. All
of these trees are somewhat variable in vigor, 1-4
being rather low, 1-9, E-9, and H-lo medium, and J-5
fairly high in vigor.
' agener. With one exception, all the trees of
this variety on which observations were made are located
in Block F of the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment
Station orchards, This block was set out in 1911 as an
experiment in close-planting. The plots in this block
are alternately arranged, one series receiving complete
fertiliser on mixed-grass sod, the other receiving
phosphorus and potash on legume sod. Trees 1-1, J-l,
J-2, J-6, and K-2 are in the former series of
plots;
1-4, J-3. J-7, K-4, and L-7 are in the latter.
J-l,
J-2, J-3, J-6, J-7, and L-7 were rimed in the summer
of
1918, in an effort to cause them to bear
earlier.
fhe bearing habit of these trees is quite
variable, both from one tree to the next and
also from
hraneh to branch of the same tree. Some
trees are dis-
tinctly alternating, while others are annual
bearers,
in some of the latter type, the annual
bearing is the
result of alternation in year of bearing
of separate
branches, while in others it results
from scattered
bearing throughout the tree. (Individual
variations
on the trees studied in detail are
noted in the dis-
cussion of data which follows later.)
The only studies made on the
bearing habits of
the nature Wegener tree were conducted on an old tree in
the orchard of Dr. Wnu P. Brooks, in Amherst. This tree
bore crops both in 1922 and 1923, In both years the
greater part of the crop was carried on one of two
alternating branches. This tree shows the usual symptoms
of a neglected old tree; a few dead branches are present,
and here and there are found comparatively vigorous, up-
right shoots which branch in a year or two to form
numerous small spurs, (This tree is designated "Brooks"
in later discussions.)
York. The only observations on York in 1922 were
made on a branch of K-5, a tree in the Clark Orchard.
This branch, which constituted about ^r>e-half of the top
of the tree, was originally a top-graft in a Ben Davis
tree. The rest of the tree is Ben Davis. The tree
receives the tillage-cover-crop system of soil management
,
and is friven an annual application of six pounds of nitrate
of soda in early Spring. Its bearing is markedly biennial;
the on-year crop is quite heavy, and the off-year crop
negligible.
i'he studies in 1923 were made on four York trees in
the Experimental Orchard of the Pennsylvania State College.
All are in sod-mulch plots at present. Their previous
soil-management is the same as that described earlier for
the Baldwin trees in the same orchard. B-4 receives no
application of fertilizer; C-5 and D-5 each receive ten
pounds of nitrate of soda immediately after blossoming;
D-3 receives five pounds of nitrate of soda before
blossoming. Phe details of the bearing habit of each of
these trees, which are quite variable, are described
under tie discussion of data Tor the' York variety.
Stayman . Two trees of this variety were studied,
one in the Variety Orchard of the Massachusetts Agri-
cultural College, and the other in the Experimental
Orchard of the Pennsylvania State College. Phe former,
G-7, is a young tree in full bearing, growing
in sod,
and receiving annual applications of fertilizer
carrying nitrogen and phosphorus. The latter tree. M,
was planted in 1909. and has had the sane
management as
the York and Baldwin trees above described,
in the same
block. It receives ten pounds of nitrate of
soda
annually, applied immediately after blossoming.
G-7
alternates to some extent in fruit-bearing,
producing
fairly heavy crops in even years, and medium
crops or
less in odd years. F-B yields fair crops
annually.
Both G-7 and F-6 are quite similar in
all respects to
other trees of the same variety in their
respective
orcha rds.
Twenty-Ounce . All detailed observations
on this
variety were made on one tree. in
the Variety
Orchard. Phis tree is decidedly
similar to another of
the same variety which stands next to
it. Both bear
annual crops on rather long, drooping
shoots. They
are under tillage-cover-crop culture,
and are given
annual applications of nitrate of
soda and acid phos-
phate.
Ben Davis and Gano. Two Ben Davis trees and one Gano
tree were studied. i'he characteristics of the trees of
these varieties generally are so similar that they are
here considered together. As a rule these varieties are
annual hearers in Massachusetts orchards. B-3, a young
Ben Davis tree in Block D, is apparently an exception to
this rule; however, its habit of bearing is scarcely
established, since it is just beginning full bearing.
£-2, a Ben Davis tree in the Clark Orchard, and C-l, a
Gano tree in the Variety Orchard, are both annual bearers,
varying but little in their yearly production. K-2 is a
nature tree, in the same row and receiving the same
cultural treatment as K-5, the York tree previously de-
scribed; C-l is a young tree in full bearing, receiving
the same treatment as G-7, the Stayman tree mentioned
above, in the sans orchard.
ifclntosh . iractically all of the Uelntosh trees in
the orchards of the Massachusetts Agricultural College
are annual bearers, sometimes producing heavy and medium
crops alternately, but usually varying only a little in
yearly production. 1-1 in the Clark Orchard and F-14
in Block E produced heavy crops both in 1922 and 1923;
B-12 and D-12 in Block B and E-15 in Block D each pro-
duced a heavy crop in 1922 and a medium crop in 1923.
1-1 is situated similarly to C-l, 0-2, and G-3, the
Wealthy trees previously described, and it receives the
saire cultural treatment. B-12, D-12, and ?-14 are
young trees in full bearing, located in the same plot
in Block E. ?hey are under t> e tillage-orver-crop
e;;t>tem of orohaxd soil management* S-16, in Block D.
is in a sod-mulch plot which receives commercial
fertilizer. It is now arriving at fall bearing,
having borne its first crop ic 1921.
All the Hclntosh troes described are folly
vigorous, and are quite uniform throughout in habit of
bearing.
Blossoming and Yield ..eocrdB. rhe records of
peroents of bloom and of yields per fruit for all the
trees described, for 1921, 1922, and 1925, so far as
they are available, are presented in £able X*
24.
Table I.
Bloom and Yield of Trees Studied*
Yield in
Pounds* Bloom Percent
T&r io ty
& Tree 1921 1922 1923 1922 1923
Wealthy
G-l
G-2
G-3
X.'—D
D-7
5.5
11.0
935.0
o
83.5
693.0
901.0
1166.0
158.0
241.0
1.0
88.0
856.0
0
8.0
97.0
99.0
0
1.0
90.0
0
1.0
Oldenburp
E-1
K-8
A-12
H-1
1.0
1.0
176.0
13.5
4.5
182.0
199.8
264.0
60.9
31.5
0
2.0
440.0
0
65.0
100.0
100.0
57.0
7.0
0
0
5.0
70.0
Baldwin
U—
A
0- 5
A-25
G-25
G-19
L-9
.
-
H-10
1-4
1-9
J-3
o
407.0
1.8
61,5
908.
0
1012.0
773.1
200.2
206.7
63.0
147.0
53.0
168.0
168.0
0
143*0
0
4.0
116.0
252.0
283.5
42.0
115.5
409.5
83.0
15.0
12.0
0
15.0
0
5.0
20.0
Wasrener
1-1
1-4
J-1
J-2
J-3
J-7
K-2
K-4
o
37.0
78.4
137.2
63.0
82.0
19.2
2.2
149.0
177.0
8.0
5.0
87.0
87.0
27.0
281.0
0
46.0
169.0
204.0
125.0
115.0
112.0
o
98.0
60.0
3.0
1.0
40.0
18.0
50.0
99.0
0
21 . 0
95.0
90.0
85.0
95.0
40.0
0
York
Z-5
B-4
C-5
D-3
D-5
88.0
21.0
748.0
44.0
0
5.0
0
306.0*
66.0
550.0
5.0
5.0
25.
fable I« Continued,
Yield
'\ ariety
,'; Tree
— 1
1 3SS
.
.
1
1922 1922 1222
S t ayroan
P*5
G-7 88.0
297.0
660.0
308.0
286.0 95.0 50.0
'Twenty-
Ounce
99.0 572.0 572.0 50.0
Ben Davis
B-3
C-1
352.0
12.5
308.0
550.0
306.0
77,0
572.0
0
198.0
72.0
65.0
40.0
5.0
30.0
Mcintosh
I-l
B-12
D-12
E-15
i?-14
209.0
105.4
170.2
20.8
902.0
343.0
342.0
210.0
306.0
10E6.0
147.0
181.0
26,0
532,0
92.0
82.0
82.0
80.0
75.0
70.0
65.0
15.0
70.0
* Where yields were
by 14.
x Mostly Ben Davis,
the branch.
recorded in bushels, they were multiplied
Less than 10 pounds of York apples on
26.
r resento. t ion and aiscuasioii of Lata.
In the following presentation, the data on each
variety are discusBed and summarized separately. Com-
parisons can then he made between varieties, and
conclusions drawn from these comparisons. Eo
summaries of data on all varieties are made because
of the great amount of variation not only between
varieties but also between trees of the sace variet .
Percentages and averages are presented with-
out probable errors or coefficients of variability*
These functions are omitted because analysis of the
measurements of spur growth on even a sinple scaffold
branch shows that the spurs do not constitute a homo-
geneous population. (See Table 2.) It is possible
that only those spurs which aro similarly situated
both as to age of wood, relation to nutrient supply,
/
and exposure to light would form a single population, y
7
Data on Wealthy.
r.vur populations as a whole. "Figures 2 to 7
inclusive, are comparisons of the spur populations*
as a whole on trees G-l, G-3, D-5, and D-7 for two
years. (*The term"spur population" is used here and
elsewhere to designate tha entire number of growing
points on the tree, regardless of length or behavior.)
fhey show the percentages of the total number of
growing points of each tree, which were included with-
in the respective classes based on the length of the
27
Table 2.
.
Analysis of Variability of Growing Points on Branch of
Baldwin Tree.
Length of Humber of Growing
Growth, cm. Points
V f v-g f(v-g) ff-g)
0-1 643 -1 -643 643
1-2 39 0
2-3 12 +1 12 12
3-4 9 t2 18 36
4-5 3 +3 9 27
5-6 5 +4 20 80
6-7 3 +5 15 75
7-8 7 +6 42 252
8-9 5 +7 35 245
3-10 3 +8 24 192
10-11 1 +9 9 81
11-12 3 +10 30 300
12-13 3 +11 33 363
13-14 0 +12 24 288
14-15 3 +13 39 507
15-16 1 +14 14 196
19-20 2 +18 36 648
23-24 2 +22 44 968
24-25 2 +23 46 1058
26-27 1 +25 25 625
27-28 1 +26 26 676
28-29 1 +27 27 729
29-30 2 +28 56 1568
30-31 1 +29 29 841
31-32 1 +30 30 900
32-33 1 +31 31 961
36-37 1 +35 35 1225
37-38 1 +36 3o 1296
42-43 1 +41 41 1681
44-45 1 +43 43 1849
51-52 1 +50 50 2500
n« 7oT~ * 879 20822:
f(v-g) -+236
c - £f(v-g) =£36
- 31
n
-76T
"
]g. g f c « 1.5 + .31 « 1.81
6= I ^(v-f?)^ _c 2 ^0822 -.096 * ± 5.22
—
5
— " rw
8 -Standard Deviation
,
id-Mean, 0 .V . =Coeff ic lent of Variability
previous season's growth. In these diagrams the grow-
ing points are divided into two-centimeter clusses,
rather than one-centimeter, as originally measured.
This grouping makes the fluctuations of the graphs less
marked, and shows to somewhat better advantage the
differences between the spur populations under com-
parison.
Comparisons are made of conditions on the same
tree in successive seasons, and of the conditi ns on
trees alternating with each other in the same year.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 are comparisons based on the growth
of spurs and shoots of the same tree in successive
seasons. Alternation in bloom and percent of spurs
bearing took place on all trees represented, but was
least marked on G-3. G-3 habitually alternates with
G-l and G-2, as explained earlier, Figure 6 is a com-
parison between G-l and G-3 in 1922, and Figure 6. a
similar comparison in 1923, Figure 7 represents the
spur population of D-5 in its bearing year as compared
to that of D-V, a much more vigorous tree, in its non-
bearing year.
With the exception of Figure 3, all graphs
show a common characteristic This is the higher
percentage of growths between the limits of two and
approximately ten centimeters on the bearing tree as
compared to the non-bearing. The non-bearinpr tree has
29.
the higher percentage below two centimeters (figures 3
and 7 excepted)* fhese facts would indicate that a
vigorous growth of a comparatively greater number of
spurs is associated with the hearing as contrasted with
the non-hearing condition.
The exception to this condition found in
Figure 3 is less significant when it is remembered that
the comparison is made of a tree in different seasons,
in both of which it bore heavy crops. Ordinarily, more
weight should be given to these differences which are
exhibited by trees alternating with eaoh other in the
same season than to those shown by the same tree in
alternate seasons, because of the great effect upon
growth of seasonal climatic variations. When G-3 is
compared with G-l, which alternates with it, in both
1922 and 1923, the characteristic difference appears.
The exception is still less significant in view of the
blossom-thinning by frost which G-3 received in 1921,
which resulted in a greater than usual extension of
spurs in that year. Likewise the unusual off-year
crop which resulted in 1922, probably because of com-
paratively light set in the previous year, reduced the
spur growth in that year.
In Figures 2, 3. 5, 6, and 7 the greater
f ercentages of the longer growths are on the non-bearing
trees. The reverse condition in shown in Figure 4 only.
This general condition is rather surprising, in view of


> 1
Fiqure % Growth of Wealthy.
—
.D-%1921, Bearing.
— D'7, Non-bearing
r


Figure 7. Growth of
D-s»mz,Be<>ring.
D-f\J9Z^Noi7-beari/7g.
uml
f tZ.
\
ff /6 /8 Zo ZZ Z9 *C Z8
Growth in Cm.
the fact that this growth was made during the previous
season, when the tree was carrying a heavy crop.
Length of Growth and Bearing . Figures 8 to 11,
inclusive, show comparisons of the percentages of
bearing of the various length classes, rhe data from
which the graphs representing the light bearing are
drawn are few, since with one exception, that of G-3
in 1922. there was practically no fruit-bearing in th
off
-yea?. Nearly all of the off-year bearing was on
short spurs on older wood. The curves showing the
bearing condition are uniform in one noteworthy
respect. That is, in all cases, the greater the
length of the previous season's growth, the larger is
the percent of bearing.
Comparisons of the non-bearing spur populations
of Wealthy trees in the bearing and non-bearing years
are shown in Figures 12, 12, and 14. In all these
diagrams the differences are the same as those between
the entire spur populations in the respective years,
as shown in Figures 2, S, and 4. In Figures 12 ard 14,
the non-bearing spurs of the tree in its bearing year
have a higher percentage between two and eight centi-
meters than those of the tree in its non-bearing yeai
;
in Figure 13 the opposite condition is present. The
higher percentages of long growths are found on the
tree in its non-bearing year. Figure 15, a comparison
of bearing spurs with non-bearing on the sane tree.

38.
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shows nothing significant except considerably less
vigor in the non-bearing spurs.
It iB apparent from this discussion that the
non-hearing spurs are sirrply a less vigorous part of
the entire spur population of tie tree, rather than
a distinct population with its own characteristics.
In the data on Wealthy trees as well as on
those of all other varieties studied, there is an
indication that a natural division of spurs and
shoots exists. i*here is usually a noticeable re-
duction in the number of growths in ce tain length
classes. L'hit reduction occurs in classes which are
approximately of the same length, in proportion to
the relative vigor of the tree,
This condition of Wealthy is shown in Table 3.
V^hen those growths which were originally classified
as terminals are subtracted from each population, the
small number in these reducod classes is quite
evident. (Table 4), It seems likely that these low
points in the distribution of the populations are
approximately at the point of division of the spurs
and shoots. Since this condition is apparent in Ue
spur populations in all varieties, and the location
of the small class is usually quite similar for all
trees of a given varie ty , and variable for varieties
according to observed spur vigor, the division of
populations into spnre and shoots is made herein upon
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Table 5 shows the growth and bearing of spurs
and shoots of Wealthy, classified on the above basis.
Spurs, t herefore , are all growths originally classi-
fied as s.urs, below the length class of ti e point
of division; shoots are all terminals and all other
growths above the point of division of the population,
The most evident difference is the higher per-
centage of bearing of the shoots as compared to that
of the spurs, in the year of heavy bearing, The
opposite condition is shown by the one case of off-
year bearing, that of M in 1922. The same facts
are shown graphically in Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11,
but nr t quite so strikingly.
Another difference is the consider bly
greater decrease in average length of spurs as com-
pared to that of the shoots in the non-bearing
season. The correlation of spur and shoot growth
is somewhat less th-m that which might be expected.
position of Spur and Bearing. The relation
of the position of the spur or shoot and bearing is
shown in Table 6. With the exception of the ter-
minal growths, none of the classes has a
consistent
advantage in percent of bearing, in the bearing
year. In the non-bearing year practically all
bearing is on spurs on three-year or older
wood.
It is probable that the advantage of
the terminal
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growths in the bearing year is due to their greater
growth rather than their position.
I few observations on the araount of hloo* in the
bearing year showed that it was practically unifor* in
distribution, regardless of the position of the *ro*tbs.
?hie is also rue of distribution o^ bloora in regard to
length of growth of tie spur or shoot.
Successive Bloasosing on healthy. The only on-
year bearing which occurred on growths which had
blosKOEjed in the previous season was on G-3 in 1923,
when '.6 j,e.oent of the t tal amount of bearing was on
such spurs. In the of f-year, nearly all beurin* was on
abort, successively blossoming spurs. 96.6 percent of
the crop of 3-S in 1922 was so borne, and all of the
crop of CJ-1 in 1925. Bearing on successively blossoming
spurs therefore. occurB only to a limited extent on
Wealthy, except under special conditions.
Second growth—that is, growth cade lute in the
season, after the terminal bud has begun to fore is
seldom found on bearing Wealthy troes. In the few cases
found, the second growth nearly always,bore fruit, both
from axillary and terminal buds.
Summary for Wealthy.
fhe followlnp Tacts are evident in the data on
Wealthy trees:
(1) Phe grew It:g points of s Wealthy tree, though
not a homogeneous population, nevertheless show certain
characteristics as a group.
U) Under normal conditions, growing points ordinarily
termed as spurs make the larger extension of growth in
the year preceding their heavy bearing, phe opposite
may often "be true of the shoots.
(S) Bon-bearing s urs of a bearing tree are not a
separate population in any other characteristic than their
smaller amount of growth on the average than that of the
bearing spurs.
(4) Growing points may be grouped naturally as spurs
and shoots, on the basis of the vigor of tie spurs.
(5) In the on-years, the shoots of the Wealthy aear
more heavily than the spurs. ?he opposite is true when
off-year bearing takes place.
(6) Position, other than terminal, makes little or no
difference in the percent of bearing of growths in the
on-year. Spurs on older wood bear all ti e off-year
crops.
Data on Oldenburg.
Spur Populations as a ..'hole. The spur populations of
Oldenburg are different from those of Wealthy in one note-
worthy respect—that is, a larger proportion of the spurs
make short growths (less than two centimeters). Corres-
pondingly fewer spurs are found between two and
at proximately eight centimeters. (See Figure 16). The
condition with the growths longer than eight or ten centi-
meters is variable. On the whole, however, the
percent of ***** ia higher on Oldenburg than on wealthy.
Fhe average length of the spurs of Oldenburg is subtly
less than that of the spurs of Wealthy under the same con-
ditions, while the average length of the shoots is
sofiiewhat more.
No comparisons could he made of trees alternating with
each other under similar conditions, because A-12. the only
tree which alternates with the others studied, is a reno-
vated tree in an old orchard, while the others are young
bearing trees. The loss of part of the 1921 on-year crop
by freezing of the tlossoms made the condition of the tree
in the succeeding years still less comparable to that of
the other Oldenburg trees studied. For these reasons,
though comparisons are rrade between this tree and E-8, in
1922 and 1923, the differences shown are significant only
as they may he repeated elsewhere, or they may be use-
ful in the interpretation of other dif "erences.
All the graphs of entire populations (Figures 17, 18,
19 and 20) show the same features. The percentages of the
growths less than two centimeters is greater on the bearing
trees, while the percentages of lcnp growths are less.
Growths which ordinarily are classed as long spurs (two to
approximately eight centimeters) are more numerous on the
non-bearing trees.
It eight be noted that the short spurs which are
associated with the bearing condition of Oldenburg trees
tire considerably thicker than the spurs of the non-bearing
IP:
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tree.
Wm the exception of the percenta.es of Ion,
growths on the non-bearing trees. the difrorences
She spur populations axe in the reverse order as compared
to the spur population of »ealthy
. A Qf ^
spur populations of Ml *** A.12
, both of whieh ^ &
similar record, as previously described, shows the con-
ditions to be expected in vie, of this difference.
m,ures
,1 and ZZ)
.
In 1923. the normal he art* ,.uX of
the two trees. A-12 has the greater percentage of spurs
less than two centimeters long, and G-3 has the greater
percentage between two and eight centimeters. I„. the
alternate year, the opposite is true.
Figure 23 is a comparison of two trees, both bearing
'^avily and in considerably the same manner. The
averages of growth on the two trees show th.t 2-1 is some-
what the more vigorous. 2-1 therefore shows a
consistently greater percentage of growths in practically
all classes above two centimeters. 2-1 is shovm to be
uniformly more vigorous than Z-8. and not variable from
one class or .roup of classes to the next.
When the growths are classified as spurs and shoots
after the manner illustrated in Tables 3 and 4. the limits
of the spur groupsof Oldenburg are found to be somewhat
shorter than those of :/calthy. 2*%* for Oldenburg
similar to those for 'Veal thy in Table 5 are presented in
fable 7.
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Table 7w
Growth of Bearing of Spurs and Shoots of Oldenburg,
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All All
Year Spurs Shoots S : urs Shoots Growths Growths
H-l
1
.
»22 4.91 0. 892 17 .151 w*-3 ft c/ 3.1 1.691 22.5
K-8 •22 4.46 0.648 14.543 36.0 64.3 1.269 37.9
E-8 '23 12.45 0.7S6 14.603 0 0 2.463 0
A-12 '22 12.05 1.293 14.843 26.7 3.3 2.907 25.8
A-12 '25 9.95 0.561 7.230 40.1 62.5 1.225 42.3
K-l 22 11.27 0.V45 20.429 44.0 73.6 5.01 47.3
F-13 •22 G.39
. J
.688 21.956 2.1 18.6 2;685 3.7
The correlation between spur and shoot growth is less
than in the case of Wealthy. kB with Wealthy, the per-
centage of bearing of tie shoots of the heavily bearing
trees was higher than that of the spurs. One case of pro-
nounced shoot bearing was present, on ?-13. This tree was
just beginning to bear, and showed a habit common to many
young trees when coming into bearing. In the two cases
where records were taken for two years, more shoots were
formed during the normal on-year than during the alternate
year.
The Kelation of Growth and Bearing . The percentage
of bearing of the growths of W and E-l in the on-year
increases with the length of growth (Figures 25 and 26.)



The opposite is true of a - 12 in both seasons and of B - 1
in 1922, (figures 24 and 26.) The greatest percentage of
bearing of A
- 12 is on growths between two and five centi-
meters long, in both seasons, she amount of bearing on
growths of less than five centimeters is much greater in
1923, the normal on-year, than in 1922, the normal off-year;
above five centimeters the amount of bearing is considerably
less*
It will be noted that the percentage of shoot bear-
ing of a - 12 in 1923, shown in Table 7, is greater than
that of spur bearing* This appears inconsistent with the
graph of the bearing in the same year as shown in Figure 22;
There is actually no discrepancy, however, since in Table 7
the shoot classes include the terminals, many of which made
short growths and bore fruit, in addition to all the longer
growths in other age classes*
Olnor Oldenburg trees, as well as less vigorous
younger ones, apparently have a higher percentage of bear-
ing on short growths, while the more vigorous younger trees
bear proportionately more heavily on the longer growths*
Position of Growing Points and Bearing
. Table 8
shows the percentage of bearing and also the percentage
of the total crop which occurred on tho various classes
as determined by tho position of the growing points. It
will be seen that tho highest percentage of bearing of
E
- It K - 8. and F - 13 was on the terminals, while on
all other trees the highest percentage was on the spurs
at
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on older wood.
Other llotos
.
Bearing on successively blossoming
spurs occurred only on A - 12. over 90 percent of the crop
of 1922 was on such spurs; less than one percent of the
crop of 1923 occurred on successive bloom, second growth
was found only on | - 13. m 80ccmd
produced fruit, both from axillary and terminal buds, some
of them carrying as many as ten apples.
summary for Oldenburg
(1) 2ho greater extension of the growth of Oldenburg
takes place in the year of heavier bearing, in other words,
the more vigorous growth of the spur population of a tree
is associated with the formation of the smaller number of
blossom buds. Probably thickening rather than lengthening
of the spur accompanies the accumulation of reserve
materials which precedes the bearing condition.
(2) she longer growths of vigorous young trees bear
more heavily than the shorter ones. She opposite is true
of less vigorous or older trees.
(3) Older spurs boar more hoavily than younger ones,
except on very vigorous young trees.
(4) Bearing from successive bloom does not occur under
normal conditions on Oldenburg trees.
Data on Baldwin
A variety of conditions of Baldwin trees ranging
xrom heavy biennial to light annual bearing was studied,
i'he only case observed in which good crops were borne both
69,
was
in 1928 and 1923 was that of 0 - 5. M bearloe ,
found to only one other tree, I - is, botn „ m mjm of
whieh were lieht. Jhe crope of Doth theee troeo were some-
what heavier in 1322 than to 1923. particularly on the
branches studied in detail.
Figure 27 represents the growing point populations
of 0 - 1, a distinctly biennial tree, in two successive
seasons. This tree bore fruit on 60.5 percent of all its
growing points in 1922, and bore nothing in 1923. its
heavy crop was very evenly distributed throughout the entire
tree* Its condition was decidedly typical of the mature
Baldwin tree bearing a heavy crop in alternate years. The
differences between bearing and non-bearing spur populations
are decidedly similar to those shown in Figure 2 for a
wealthy tree under the same conditions of bearing, she per-
eentages of the total number of growing points are higher
between two and sixteen centimeters and lower in the two-
centimeter class for the bearing population than for the
non-bearing population* The percentages of the growths in
the classes above sixteen centimeters is slightly higher in
the non-bearing season.
Figure 27 shows also the comparison of the non-
bearing growths in 1922 with the entire spur population in
that year, and with the non-bearing spur population of the
following year. Except for the fact that the non-bearing
group of 1922 as a whole is less vigorous than the entire
group, the graph of the non-bearing growths is mite

similar to that of the ontiro spur population; it differs
from the graph of the non-bearing growths of 1925 in the
same manner as the entire population of 1922, though not to
so great a degree. The indications are, therefore, that
the non-bearing growths do not constitute a distinct popu-
lation on Baldwin trees in their bearing years, but that
they are simply less vigorous growths on the average than
tho entire group.
Figure 28, which represents tho conditions of
growth of 0 - 5 in two consecutive years, is different from
figure £7 in one essential respect, in the latter diagram
the longer growths are proportionately more numerous in the
year preceding the heavier bearing.
Figures 29 to 34 inclusive are separate branch
studies on tree 0-5. The branches in Figures 29 and 30
both bore heavily in 1922, but failed to bear in 1923;
those in Figures 31 and 32 bore fruit in both seasons. The
branch in Figure 32 bore its heavier crop in 1923. In all
cases the same relative situation of the 1922 and 1923
growths occurs, as regards the shorter growths. That is,
the greater percentages of growths less than two centimeters
were found in 1923, and the greater percentages in the
classes between two and ten centimeters occurred in 1922.
The situation regarding the longer growths is variable, as
in Figures 27 and 28.
This general situation may be said to e::ist, with
reference to the bearing and non-bearing spur populations
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of alternating mature Baldwin trees, m Figure 32, however,
though the relations of the two graphs are similar to those
of the tree as a whole in the respective seasons, the;/ are
opposite as regards the hearing of the individual branches.
In other words, the relatively greater spur vigor preceded
the year of light hearing. The explanation which is first
to suggest itself is that the branch, though possibly differ-
ing from the rest of the tree sufficiently to produce the
bearing condition, still preserves the main characteristics
of the tree as a whole, when a comparison is mjtfe of the
branch in Figure 32 with the one in Figure 31, a branch of
about the same vigor but alternating in bearing with the
first branch, the differences between the bearing and non-
bearing conditions as above stated are apparent, though
they are not pronounced.
A - 25, of which the growth in 1922 and 1923 is
represented in Figure 35, deviates somewhat from the normal
condition in its heavily bearing season. The percentage of
growths between two and eight centimeters is slightly less
for the bearing population, and the percentage of spurs lees
than two centimeters in length is nearly as great as in the
non-bearing population. This was caused by the fact a
fairly heavy bloom occurred in 1921, and the shorter spurs
on which successive blossoming took place made very little
growth. fj)hero was a groater percentage of growths longer
than eight centimeters in 1922 than in 1923. That is, the
longest 3purs and tho shoots were proportionally more
80,
81,
nmaer°Ue ln 1922 » Mb Under normal conditions of
alternation, it is probablo that the usual differences
between alternating trees would be more evident en this tree.
J?igure 36 shows the characteristics of growth of a
tree which bore light crops both in 1922 and 1923. as far
as one can observe, the growth records are not comparable to
those of any other tree. In Figure 37, the noteworthy
features are the great irregularity of the graphs, and the
great extension of terminals which was associated with the
heavy bearing on terminals and young spurs of C - 25 in
1922, on this tree the shoots seem to constitute separate
groups within tho spur populations.
The extreme growth of the terminals associated with
terminal bearing, as shown by | * 25, is liaise character-
istic of H
- 10 (Figure 36) and of H - 9 (Figure 39). in
Figure 38 this condition of growth is contrasted with that
of J
- 3, a tree very similar in vigor to II - 10, but whieh
bore a heavier and more evenly distributed crop. She spurs
of j - 3 are the more vigorous, while the terminals aro con-
siderably less so than those of H - 10. The same contrast
is shown in Figure 39. The same relative situation is pre-
sented again in Figure 40, easeept that the spur vigor is
only slightly higher on I - 4 than on H - 9, as shown by
the greater percentage of growths between two and six cen-
timeters. 1-4 bore a small crop, all of which was on
spurs, and most of which was on older spurs. 1-9, which
bore a medium crop mostly on spurs, is somewhat more
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vigorous in spur growth, and slightly more vigorous in ter-
minal growth than I - 4, with which it is compared in
figure 41.
Growth and Percent of Bearing.
figures 42 and 43 show comparisons between 0-1
and 0-5, with respect to their percentage of bearing on
growths of various lengths, both in 1922 and 1922. Figures
44, 45, and 46 are studies of separate branches on 0 - 5 in
both years. Tree 0 - 1 as a whole in 1922, and the west
and north branches of o - 5 in the same year resemble each
other in increasing in percentage of bearing with the length
of growth, eyjsept for a few very long shoo la on the north
branch. These branchec were quite similar to 0 - 1, since
they here an evenly distributed, heavy crop in 1922 and no
fruit at all in 1923. 'jfree 0 - 5 as a whole, and the east
and top branches separately, bear most heavily on vigorous
spurs, and decrease in percent of bearing on the longer
growths and terminals* A - 25 (Figure 47) resembles 0-1.
G - 25, shown in the same diagram, bears comparatively more
heavily on the growths between two and twelve centimeters*
Beyond this length the bearing is extremely variable, though
the blossoming was quite heavy on the longer growths. The
irregularity of bearing, therefore, is evidently a result of
uneven setting of fruit. The bearing of G - 19 in both 1922
and 1923 i3 shown in Figure 48. It is somewhat similar to
the annually bearing east and top branches of 0 - 5 in 3.922.
In 1923 the highost percentage of bearing is on the shortest
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growths.
figures 49. 50 and 51 are studies of youn* trees,
the bearing habits of which are very variable. Trees
E-9, E-10. and J-3 bore a considerable part of their res-
pective crops on terminals. This is shown in the graphs
as a high percentage of bearing on longer growths. This
percentage is variable for the sane reasons as that of
C-25. in Fimire 45. as above stated. free E-9. which re-
ceives no nitrate applications, differs from H-10 and j-3,
both of which receive nitrate of soda annually, in having
a, considerably higher percentage of bearing on growths
between two and six centimeters. 1-4 and 1-9, shown in
Figures 50 and 49. respectively, are contrasted with
trees of more vigorous growth. 1-9, which bore a small
amount of fruit on terminals, evidently confined its
bearing to the shorter terminals. 1-4 bore all its crop
on growths, some of which had extended sufficiently to
be classed as shoots, but of which none were terminal in
posi tion.
Growth and Bearing of Spurs and Shoots.
The growths of Baldwin are very readily separated
into spurs and shoots on the basis previously described.
Table 9 shows the average length of growth of each class,
as compared with the average growth of all points, and
the jercentage of bearing of each group as compared with
that of the totul.
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The proportion of the entire number of growths
which fall into the shoot class is an indication in inverse
order of the tendency of the tree to form spurs rather than
an index of the vigor of the tree, fhe truth of this state-
mm is shown by the fact that the average length of the
spur population may he large when the percentage of the
shoots is small, and vice versa. Shis is true of c-25 in
consecutive seasons, of the East and top branches of 0-5
in 1922, and of H-10 and J-3 in 1923.
In the same manner, the percentage of bearing of
all growths on a tree or branch is not a very good index
of the weight of the crop on it. Sfh© v/est branch of o~5
in 1922 was apparently much more heavily loaded than the
East branch, though the percentage of the growths bearing
was less. Hie actual amount of fruit, as compared to the
diameter and spread of the branch, was considerably greater
on the V/est branch than on the Bast branch. This fact in-
dicates a much denser distribution of spurs.
Variation in the amount of shoots formed seems not
to be associated with the percent of the crop borne, nor
with the on and off-year. The percentage of shoots in the
off-year is greater than in the on-year for 0-1 and C-25,
and less than in the on-year for A-25 and G-19.
The percentage of bearing of the shoots is usually
greater than that of the spurs when the total bearing is
heavy. This is shown by all strictly biennial trees in
the table.
The correlation beteen spur and shoot growth is
very small when trees of all ages are considered toother.
Generally speaking, the shoot growth is much greater, in
proportion to the spur growth, on young trees than on older
ones. m presence or absence of a crop of fruit seems to
have a greater effect upon spur growth than has the vigor
of the tree.
Position of Growing Points and Bearing 2able 10
shows the percentage of bearing of the classes of growths
grouped on the basis of position, vjhere the bearing was
very heavy, as on o-l and A-25 in 1322, the percentage of
bearing was much the greatest on the terminals, and was
less in each successive age class, on young trees, the
heavier crops are usually accompanied by a high percentage
of bearing on the terminals. This is shown on C-25, G-19,
H-9, and j-3. v/hen the terminals carry a large part of the
crop, however, as in H-10, the entire crop is usually not
very large. (See Table 9.) 2he percentages of bearing of
the various classes on 0-5 are quite variable, e;;ccpt for
the sharply alternating v/est branch: on this, the condi-
tion is the same as that of 0-1 and a-25, as described
above.
A considerable part of the axillary bearing of 0-5
and a-25, and a small part of that of 0-1 in 1922 were found
on terminal growths, the terminal buds of which had been
damaged by a freezing wind when they had just begun to un-
fold. The blossoming of these axillary buds was con-
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ililUMMj later than the bloom on the spurs, some of the
cluster bases were very long and slender, m some eases
there was additional evidence that many of these axillary
blossoms were of the type which occurs at times on Smoke-
house and other varieties, as described by 0. C. Vinson
in Proceedings of the ^aeriean society for Horticultural
Science, 1922.
Bruit-hearing on successively blossoming spurs was
found in varying amounts, in most cases it occurred on
trees on which the set of fruit was light in the previous
season. 2he amount of bearing of this type was relatively
highest on young trees, where the bearing on successively
blossoming spurs constituted from 27.3 to 60 percent of
the entire crop, {see Sable 11)
Second growth from terminals occurred on many young
BaMwin trees in 1021. Most of the second growths bore both
from axillary and terminal buds in 1922. The blossoming and
fruiting of watorsprouts (adventitious growths) on trees
which had considerable terminal bearing was quite common in
both 1922 and .1923.
Siuaraary for Baldwin
(1) A higher percentage of growths between two and
approximately eight centimeters is associated with the
bearing condition of the alternating Baldwin tree, as com-
pared to tho non-bearing condition. In other words, greater
vigor of the spurs is associated with blossom bud formation.
(2) IJon-bearing spurs are not a group distinct from the
105
fable 11.
Bearing on Successively Blossoming Spurs of Baldwin.
Tree Year
0-1
0-5
0-5
0-5 Bast Branch
it rr n q
0-5 West Brand
0-5 Top Branch
C-25
G-19
G-19
H-9
U-10
1-4
1-9
J-3
22
S3
22
25
22
22
28
22
22
22
23
23
23
23
23
Percent of Total
Bearing on
Successively Blossom-
ing Spurs
0
25.7
1.4
45.9
0.8
4.7
38.4
5.9
33.9
0,8
27.5
0
17.7
44.1
12.5
27.3
60.0
Percent of All
Growths
Bearing
60.5
21*1
8.3
24.1
3.3
23.2
9.0
33.9
36.6
23.4
14.7
4.8
20.8
8.5
3.1
4.0
17.4
bearing spurs of the heavily bearing tree, but are simply
less rigorous members of the general spur population,
(3) Branoh-to-branch alternation may occur on Baldwin
trees, resulting in annual bearing, if a branch is strict-
ly biennial, it behaves in a manner similar to that of the
biennially bearing tree,
(4) Heavy annual bearing of the same branches of a
Baldwin tree did not occur on any of the trees under obser-
vation.
(5) Tho relative growth of spurs and shoots is dependent
upon several feetors, of which the age of the tree, vigor,
and the amount of fruit-bearing are important,
(6) 2reee with relatively few shoots are, in other words,
good spur producers. 5?his tendency is associated with heavy
biennial bearing.
(7) Heavy bearing on biennial trees is characterized by
higher percentage of bearing on terminals and other long
growths than on spurs.
(8) Bruit-bearing on long terminal growths is common on
vigorous young trees. If the spurs have made a vigorous
growth, a well-distributed, good crop is borne.
(9) Heavy bearing of biennial Baldwin trees is associated
with the highest percentage of bearing on the terminals, the
nest highest on spurs on two-year-old wood, and so on.
Smaller annual crops are likely to bo scattered, and the
Percentages of bearing of spurs on trees bearing such crops
are quite variable.
(10) Hilary ***** is con^on on terminals of alter.
***** 3aldwin treos * mm faring year, share is
evidence that a part of such bearing may be of the second-
ary type characteristic of Smokehouse when it3 blQBB0M
are injured by late freezes.
m Successive blossoming and bearing occur in largest
amounts in seasons following a poor set of fruit,
(12) Watersprouts frequently bear fruit on Baldwin when
considerable terminal bearing taies place, second growths
late in the season quite often bear fruit both from
axillary and terminal buds.
flats on Wagexwr
•
Practically the same variety of conditions was
found on wagoner as on Baldwin trees. Alternate bearing
is the usual condition, especially on heavily bearing
trees, some trees were found which produced fair crops
every year, but in most cases annual bearing was the
result of alternation between individual large branches,
rather than annual bearing of all branches.
1-1 and is*4 are biennial trees throughout} 1-4 has
one fair-sized scaffold branch which alternates with the
rest of the tree. The heavier crop of these three trees
is produced in even years. Several branches of K-2 pro-
duce their heavier crop in even years, and the remainder
of the tree bears its heavier crop in odd years, she
heavier crop of K-2 as a whole is produced in odd years,
and in this respect £-2 is alternate with 1-1, K-4, and 1-4.
cen-
in
in
She classes between Wo and approximately eight
timeters contain a greater proportion of the spur popula-
tion of the biennial Wagoner tree in its bearing year than
in its non-bearing year. Ehls fact is shown in Figures 52,
5^ 54, and 55. Likewise, when branches are alternate
bearing on the same tree, the higher percentage of spurs
the above classes is found on the bearing branch. (Figures
56 and 57.)
Shore is some similarity between the graphs in
Figure 57, representing alternating branches of a tree in
the same season. This is a condition to be expected under
the circumstances. The bearing branch, however, has the
higher percentage of vigorous spurs,
The graphs In Figure 58 show the percentages of the
spur populations of two branches of K-2, which are found
in the various length classes, one of the branches bore
fruit in 1922 and the other in 192S. she graphs represent
the condition of each branch in its bearing year. There is
a considerable resemblance between them in the classes
shorter than ten centimeters. A large variation is to be
expected above this length because of the small number of
growths in each class.
Figures 59 and 60 are comparisons of the above two
branches of X-2 with the tree IC-4, in the year of bearing
of each of the branches, respectively. II-4 was eonsiderab-
ly more vigorous than IS~2, both in spurs and shoots. In
its bearing year z-4 is remarkably higher in the percentage
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of growths between two and ten centimeters; in its non-
bearing year, 1923, the difference betoeen it and the bear-
ing branch of ** is rather small. The heavy bearing of
&t in 1922 is evidently to bo associated with the large
difference in spur vigor shown in Figure 59.
Figure 60 suggests that the vigor of spurn required
to bring about the bearing condition is relative, rather
than fised. Although the spurs ofM in Figure 60 were
somewhat more vigorous than those of they did not bear
fruit, though those of Be* did so. A relatively greater
vigor of spur growth evidently was required to bring about
fruit-bearing on M than was required on K-2, the latter
of which was as a whole less vigorous
-than the former.
Growth and Percent of Bearing
. Figures 61 to 65
inclusive show the percent of bearing of the spur popula-
tions on the trees whose growth characteristics have 5ust
been discussed. The most striking feature of these diagrams
is the variation in percent of bearing from one length class
to the next. In a few cases (Figure 64, and Figure 65),
within the limits of the length of spurs as differentiated
from shoots, the percentage of bearing increases with the
increase in length of the spurs. This foature can not be
said to be uniform for heavily bearing trees, however, for
Figures 61, 62, and 63 show a different condition.
This variability in amount of bearing from one class
to the next is noteworthy in one respect. It indicates that,
though the amount of bearing is associated with the relative
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Figure 64. Bearing of Wagener.
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vigor of the spurs, the higher percentage of hearing is not
necessarily found on the more vigorous spurs.
^^l^3e^n^fJ^s_m^ !Pable 1Z
shows the average growths of the spurs and shoots on tho
Wegener trees studied. «« separation of spurs and shoots
was made on tho some ba<3is as that for the varieties pre-
vious^ studied, it will be seen that the spurs of Wagoner
on the average are shorter than those of the other varieties.
With the single exception of 1*4 in 1922, the greater
average growth of spurs accompanies the heavier amount of
fruit hearing. Branches of 1-4 and of the old tree in the
Broofe orchard which alternated with each other in the sane
season show this condition also, where alternation involves
the entire tree, as with l-l and |^ the alternation in
amount of spur growth is the more marked*
2he relation 0f spur and shoot growth is variable,
as with BaMwin trees (see also a?able 9). Several cases
are present in which the spur growth is the less when the
shoot growth is the greater. 5?his is true for I-l in 1922
and 1925
,
for branches a and b on 14 in 1925, and for K-2
in 1922 and 1925. Wherever marked alternation occurs,
either of branches in the same season or of trees as a whole,
the greater percentage of shoots is formed in the year pre-
ceding the non-bearing condition, (see 1-4, branches a and
h. Brooks, a and b, 1-1, and JS-4). 5Jhc percentage of bear-
ing of the shoots is uniformly greater than that of the
spurs whenever the tree is bearing heavily.
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amount of bearing of Wagener spurs is shown in Table 13,
On the young trees, heavy axillary and terminal bearing^are
******* associated with heavy bearing of the tree or
branch as a whole. Hilary bearing, however, is never so
heavy, as compared to terminal bearing, as it is in the
other varieties previously studied.
On the old tree in the Brooks orchard, the branch
bearing a good crop in 1922 had no fruit on terminals, while
the branch tfhich bare in 1923 had a higher percentage of
bearing on terminals than on any other class.
Wagener trees seldom produce a large part of their
entire crop on terminal growths. Biic condition is a note-
worthy difference between Wagener and Baldwin, the latter
of which may produce a light crop, the most of which is
carried on long terminals. If the crop of tfagenor is light,
little or none of it will be carried on terminals.
Bearing on Successively Blossoming Growths, only a
small amount of bearing, escept that on several girdled
trees, was found on spurs which had blossomed jn the pre-
vious season. AH bearing of this kind, with the above
exception, occurred on single branches of 1-4 and z-2 in
1922. The branch of 1-4 had 7.8 percent of its crop on
successively blossoming spurs, and that of &£, 12.5 percent.
1'he base of the branch of K-2 had been partially girdled by
a large .pruning cut made in the Spring of 1921.
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A few observations of bearing from successive bloom
wore IN* on ringed trees in 1922. It was
-round that a
*U0h higher percent of the total crop was carried -Qn eueh
apurs on trees which had received complete fertiliser than
on trees which had received fertiliser containing no nitre-
gen. The trees receiving complete fertiliser had much
heavier crops than those which received phosphorus and
potassium. These facts are shown by the data in Table 14.
Table 14.
Bearing on Successive Bloom on Girdled l/agener Trees
TRperoI ^Hearing on Type of ikar-
nw.«« • 1 1
Bearing spurs Successive in* of Tree an
^£^J^^^er__^beervod Bloom a whole
J-S H-P-K 226
J-7 H-P-£ 156
J-l P-E 22
J-2 P-£ 15
J-6 P-X 60
34.7 Bedium Annuel
32.7 " u
13«6 Pairly heavy
biennial
0 "
1*7 »
The spurs which blossomed successively grew but very
little, usually not more than two or three millimeters. The
annual condition of bearing of j-S and J-7 is associated
with a percentage of fruit setting somewhat lower than that
of the other three trees in their on-year. It is probable
that the successive blossoming found on J-3 and J-7 itj to
some extent a consequence of reduced fruit setting, coupled
with the maintenance of the vigor of the tree as a whole by
the use of a nitrogen-carrying fertilizer.
Second growth on the terminals occurred to sone ex,
tent on Wegener trees. The terminals which made such
growth behaved in a manner similar to those of the same
tv-pe on the other varieties previously studied, second
growth made m the season preceding the normal bearing year
usually set fruit both on axillary and terminal buds.
Wegener.
(1} The data on Wegener show that the bearing habit of
this variety is similar in many respects to that of Baldwin.
Wagener trees, however, do not carry a large percentage of
the entire crop on terminals, even when the percent of bear-
ing of the terminals themselves is high. In other words,
bearing only on terminals is not found on Wegener trees.
(2) though comparatively greater spur vigor is associated
with the bearing condition, the more vigorous spurs do not 1
necessarily bear the more heavily on the bearing tree. (In
this case, the term "spur" designates tlie shorter growths
contrasted with "shoots", the longer growths).
(5) Successive blossoming of spurs occurs in i/agener
under circumstances which maintain the vigor of the tree,
and reduce the amount of fruit-sotting.
Data on York
The data taken on York are rather fragmentary.
2hoee taken in 1922 were confined to a scaffold branch on
a mature tree, This branch had been top-worked upon a Ben
Davis tree, and constituted about one-half o2 th6 tree. She
data for 1923 include measurements on the above branch, and
150.
in addition aono measurements on a group of young trees,
none of^ were uniformly alternating in bearing. Ths
branches of these young trees, however, presented rather
sharply contrasting conditions of bearing, «f th* data on
these opposing conditions arc of some importance.
Spur Populations as a l/hole. The same general con-
dition of the spur population is found on all the young trees.
This is a slightly higher percentage of spurs of medium
length on the bearing branch or tree as compared to the non-
bearing branch or tree. The greater vigor of the terminals
is a characteristic of the non-bearing condition. These
differences are shown in figures 66, 67, and 66. A compari-
son of the spur populations of ftgg in 1922 and 1923 is shown
in Figure 69. The bearing spurs are proportionally more
numerous, on the whole, than the non-bearing spurs, in the
'
classes between tr/o and ten centimeters. The difference is
not very marked, however. The higher percentage of longer
growths, on the whole, is found on the branch in its non-
bearing year. The few very long growths in 1922 occurred
on a small, very vigorous, upright branch.
Relation of Growth and Bearing
. The percentage of
bearing on C
-5 was highest for the length classes of the
most vigorous spurs and the shorter shoots. This was true
cm both the heavily and the lightly-bearing branches (Figure
70). The percentage of bearing was extremely variable from
class to class on both B-4 and D-S, as shown in Figure 71.
Both trees, however, show a rise in bearing at ten centime-
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tors, the length of the most vigorous sixirs. Shis was true
also for K-5 in both 1922 and 19P.3, though in the former
season the percentage of hearing on the whole increased with
the length of growth. { Figure 72.)
Growtli end Bearing of spurs and shoots* Uhcn the
sour populations of York trees are ciividod into spur and
shoot classes , the average length of all spurs on the 'bear-
ing tree is found to be greater than that of spurs o f the
non-hearing tree, The average length of the shoots of the
bearing tree, however, is less Uian that of the non-boaring
one. Chose opposing conditions ore present in all the spur
populations studied* ('fable 15.) In all cases, the average
growth made by all growing points of the bearing tree or
branch is less than that of the non-bearing tree or branch,
with the exception of C-5, b, the bearing branches have pro-
portionally fewer shoots than the non-bearing. C-5, a and b
both bore fruit, however, and their exception is not
significant*
All the young tiroes have a higher percentage of
bearing on the spurs than on the shoots: IS-5, an older tree,
lias a higher percentage on the shoots than on the spurs.
Position of Growing Points and Bearing* The rela-
tionship be twoen the position of the growing points and the
percentage of bearing is shown in Table 16* It will be seen
that K-5 has the higher percentage of bearing and the larger
part of the crop on the terminals and younger spurt. The
younger trees present the opposite situation. The siaall part
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ox the crop on the older 8) urs 0f M M accounted for
to a great extent by the loss of spurs in picking the
fruit. The apple has a short stem and a deep cavity,
and the spurs are rather thin and brittle. As a con-
sequence. a hiph percentage of spurs are damaged when
the crop is harvested, fhe actual number of older
spurs on Z-5 was considerably less than the number of
spurs on two-year old wood. The young trees, not
having borne heavy crops previously, had not suffered
such loss of spurs, The spur-thinning may be respon-
sible for the relatively high terminal vigor and heavy
terminal bearing of E-5 in its bearing year.
Comparatively Tewer terminal growths of York
bear fruit on axillary buds than do those of the
varieties Wealthy and Baldwin, which are more decidedly
biennial.
Other Features of Bearing Habit of York . The
small off-year crop of 1C-5 in 1923 was borne on rather
slender growths, the average length of which was 16.26
centimeters. This manner of bearing in the off-year is
characteristic of York as well as of several other
varieties grown in the southern sections of the apple
helt of the United States. It is in direot contrast to
the manner of Wealthy and Oldenburg. ty^ea of northern
varieties, which bear nearly all off-yeai fruit on short,
successively blossominsr spurs.
The trees B-4, D-3, and C-5 bore a part of
their respective crops on spurs which had blossomed in
the previous season. The park of the crop borne on such
spurs varied from 12.2 perce ; fc on D-3 to 41.9 percent
on B-4. In all three cases the amount of blossoming in
the previous year was heavy, but the percent of fruit
setting was light.
A few eases of second growth of terminals were
found. Most of these second growths bloseorced, but
few carried fruit to maturity.
Summary for York .
Phe same feature which marked the bearing con-
dition of the tree l whole. In the varieties
previously discussed, is present also in York. This
feature is the comparatively greater vigor of the
spurs as distinguished from the shoots. The shoots
of York trees in all cases made a smaller average
growth in the year preceding the on-year than In the
year preceding the off-year. Pruit-bearing on
successively blossoming spurs occurs, but is found
in the year after a small percent of fruit setting.
A few differences from the behavior of the
previously discussed varieties are found on York
trees, fhese are the following:
(1) On young trees, the percentage of bearing
on spurs was greater than that on shoots.
(2) Off-year bearing of mature York trees
occurs to a large extent on the terminals or on long
shoots, rather than on guntflaim.s ccessively blossoming Bhort
spurs.
f») On old trees, much of the bearing is fourid
on terminals and younr spurs, because of the loss of
older spurs in fruit harvesting The percent of bearing
of the terminals, even in such cases, la not compara-
tively so high as for heavily bearing trees of the
varieties previously diseussed.
Data on St.^ n.
Observations were made on two trees only,
records on 8-7. a tree bearing heavy crops in even years
and medium ones in odd years, include measurements of
growth and bearing for the two years. 1922 and 1925.
rhe same records were U*** on except that bloom
instead of fruit bearing was recorded for 1922.
G-7 showed one general characteristic in common
with K-E. the York tree studied in the Massachusetts
Agricultural College orchards. Jhis characteristic was
the tendency to bear in the on-year more lightly on the
terminals than the sharply alternating varieties, and
to carry the lighter alternate crop on rather W
shoots. The same feature marks the bearing of ?-5,
though its crops were practically equal in both years.
A study of the growth of G-7 and F-6, shown in
Figures 75 and 74. shows that the differences in the
percentages of the spur population, between two and
six centimeters (the length of vigorous spurs) were
fi
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very small. M ^ F_5 are ^ ^^ ^ ^
percentages both of spurs less than two centimeters long
and of the longer growths. On G-7 the short spurs are the
more numerous and the longer growths le S s numerous in the
more heavily bearing year, while on W these conditions
are reversed. Evidently the relative length of the spurs
of Stayman has little to do with the amount of fruit
bearing of the tree as a whole.
growth and Percent of fe^g Figures 75 and 76
ehow the percent of bearing of the various length classes
of 0-7 and i,-5. The tendency of the growths as a whole
in 1922. on both trees, is to decrease in ercent of
bearing as the length increases. In the alternate year,
1922. in which the bearing was heavier in shoots, there
is apparently an increase in ercent of bearing with the
amount of growth, though it does not continue throughout
the entire length on G-7.
Growth and Bearing of Spurs and shnnh«. rhe
average growth and the percent of bearing of the spurs
and shoots are presented in Table 17. It may be seen
that the greater spur growth accompanies the lesser shoot
growth on both trees. On G-7 the greater amount of
terminal bearing is associated with the greater rigor of
the spurs, and the heavier spur bearing occurs with the
greater vigor of the spurs. On F-S the reciprocal con-
dition is present. The spur growth of F-S is greater in
both years than that of G-7. and is much greater in
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proportion to the shoot growth than the spur growth of G-7
in 1923. Phis greater spur vigor . both actual and rela-
tive, may be a factor in determining the more nearly
annual bearing of F-5.
The maximum length of spurs was quite variable.
j?he average for the two trees in both seasons was 8.5
centimeters, which is practically the same as for Baldwin.
Position of Growing Points and Bearing, fable 18
shows the percent of bearing and the part of the total
crop on the various groups classified on the basis of
position, fhe relative amount of terminal bearing is
found to vary on both trees, though the actual percentage
of the terminals which bore fruit varies but little.
,
T
-idently the relatively heavier bearing of terminal
growths in the alternate season is a result of a smaller
crop on older spurs, rather than an increase in terminal
bearing. In the year of heavier spur-bearing, the
younger and older spurs are about the same in percent of
beating; in the alternate , ears the spurs on two-year-old
wood bear relatively more fruit than the older spurs.
Bearing on Successively Blooming Spurs . Wra it-
bearing on succe; sively blossoming spurs occurred on
both trees. The amount varied from 7.5 percent of the
crop of G-7 in 1922 to 50.7 percent on F-5 in 1923.
Reference to the percent of bearing in fable 17 indicates
that, with rather heavy bloom, the percentage of fruit
setting was low as compared with alternatine treee of
151,
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the decided type of wealthy and Baldwin.
Some second growth occurred late in ti.e season
of 1922. The second gro* ihs blossomed on the terminal
buds in 1923. bat none of theni were found to have
matured fruit*
Summary for St ayman.
The variety £ toyman is not to be termed a
biennial variety, though it eon* tiros alternates to
aome extent in the sise of its crops. Analysis of its
bearing and growth habit suggests the following con-
clusions:
(X) The alternating spur vigor of the varieties
i
previously studied it: characteristic also of stayoan*
Its shoots, like those of the York trees studiod. are
relatively more vigorous in the year when the spurs
are lees so . ana visa versa. These conditions of spur
and shoot vigor do not seem to be associated with the
amount or manner of bearing of the crop*
(2) The relatively heavier bearing of terminals
in alternate years is a consequence of reduced spur
bearing, rather than of an actual increase in amount
of terminal bearing*
(3) Ifruit bearing on successively blossomiror
spur8 was found, and is probably to be associated with
the characteristically small percentage of fruit
setting of the variety*
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Data on Twenty-fWe. This variety was studied
because, in the orchards of the Massachusetts Agri-
cultural College, it is a regular, annual hearer, bear-
ing its crops on rather long, shoot-like growths which
frequently set fruit in consecutive seasons. Measure-
ments were taken on one tree only. This tree is an
annual bearer, as shown by the fact that the crops of
both 1^2 and 1925 were thirteen bushels each, it is
typical of the variety in Massachusetts.
figure 77 represents the growth of M-l in two
seasons. It canbe seen that the spur population in
1922 has a higher percentage of growths in the medium
lengths than that in 1923. The growths can be divided
into spurs and shoots, as illustrated in Table 3. On
this basis of division the maximum length of spurs is
nineteen centimeters in 1922 and seventeen in 1923.
This fact indicates a somewhat greater spur vigor in
1922 than in 1923. and thus agrees with the condition
shown in Figure 77.
The average growth and percent of bearing of tie
spurs and shoots are shown in Table 19. An alternation
of length and percentage of bearing of spurs and shoots,
similar to that of Stayman. is shown to be present.
Phe condition of alternation is the same as that of
0-7, the Stayman tree in the same orchard. (See Table 17.)
Figure 77. Growth of Twenty-Oz.
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It will be seen In the above table that the Mr.
cental of shoots is ouit. high in both years. Phla
indicates a tendency to form few spurs in proportion to
theM« of terminals. Observation on the tr, e showed
that this was the case. It will be revered that the
sa»e feature was oharaoteristie of the East and top
branches of the Baldwin tree 0-6. whioh differed from
the general habit of this variety ln bearing annually.
( Table 9
.)
fM percentage of bearing on growths of different
lengths is shown i„ Fig^e 78. Except for the variation
between adjacent length classes, the bearing habit of
1922 was somewhat similar to that of 1923. fhere is a
small difference, however, in that the percentage of
bearing in 1923 was fairly even in distribution on
growths between four and twenty.*.* centimeters in length,
while in 1922 it was heaviest on growths of approximately'
ten centimeters. It diminished for growthe either longer
or shorter, but extended over a longer range of growths
than in 1923.
Figure 79 is a comparison of the non-bearing
growths in 1922 and 1923. The same differences which are
present in the entire spur populations, as shown in
Figure 77. are likewise present in Figure 79. That is
the non-bearing spurs in 1922. as a whole, are more
vigorous than those in 1923. while the non-bearing shoote.
or longer growths, are somewhat more vigorous in 1923
than in 1922.


The non-bearing growths of two seasons, therefore,
exhibit the same relation to each other as the entire
spur populations in the respective seasons. In other
words, the non-bearing growths are not a population dis-
tinct from the bearing growths. It is not likely,
therefore, that there are two groups of spurs and shoots
which function oppositely in the same season, one group
bearing in one year and the other in the next. ?he re-
lation of the position of the growing points and the
percent of bearing is shown in Table 20. The percent
of bearing on terminals and on spurs on two-year-old
wood is seen to be somewhat less in 1922 than in 1923;
the percent of bearing on older spurs, however. i8
slightly more. As far as the position of the spurs is
concerned, the bearing habit is evidently very nearly
uniform in both years.
Table 20.
Position of Growing Points and Bearing or. Twenty-Ounce.
percent of
Bear ing
Percent
Crop
of Total
19 2 8 1923 192£ 1923
Axillary Buds
Terminal
Spurs on 2 yr. Wood
Spurs on 3 yr. Wood
Spurs on older V?ood
0
13. G
4.9
19.0
23.7
0
19.
G
10.9
15.3
23.2
0
10.1
5.7
13.2
71.0
0
11.4
8.3
10.8
66. 5
The fact that no bearing toox place from axillary
buds is noteworthy, in view of the fact that the variety
160.
forme relatively few spurs. The axillary buds are
evidently less vigorous, both in vegetative and repro-
ductive characteristics, than are those of the other
varieties studied.
Spurs which had blossomed in the previous
season bore 24.5 percent of the ciop in 1922 and 22.2
percent of the crop in 1922. Bearing on successively
blossoming spurs is evidently a fairly constant feature
of the annual bearing of Pwenty-Ounce. Successive
bloom in this variety is associated with a fairly low
percentage both of bloom and of fruit-setting. It is
not confined to those spurs which fail to set fruit,
however, since numerous spurs matured fruit in both
years.
The distribution of bearing on successive bloom
according to the length of the spur is shown in fable 21.
The percent of the total bearing on growths of each
length which was carried on successively blossoming
spurs increases up to six centimeters, then decreases
from six to twelve, and finally increae.es above twelve
centime ters. These variations are probably the result of
two factors. One of these is the tendency of the bearing
to increase with the length of the spur. This would
account for the increase at both points. The other is
the proportionally greater number of successively
blooming spurs which make growths between two and ten
centimeters in length, especially in the shorter
lengths. This would result in a greater part of the o
being borne on such spurs, between these limits.
Table 21.
Length of Spurs.
Centimeters
x ercent of
each Class
Blossoming
Total Bearing of
on Successively
Spurs.
1922 1925
0-2
2-4
4-6
6-8
8-10
10-12
12-14
14-16
16-18
18-20
25.9
38.0
25.6
28.1
10.0
16.7
18.7
0
50. &
27,2
33.3
34.8
26.7
25.0
1 B ^± . ..
22.2
33.3
Summary for Twenty Ounce. The following features
of the growth and bearing habits of Twenty-Ounce are
worthy of mention:
(1) Though alternation of spur and shoot vigor
takes place, together with alternation of the relative
amount of the crop on spurs and shoots, these variations
have no effect upon the total yield of the tree.
(2) The spurs as a whole make a longer in-
dividual growth than those of the other varieties, and
there are fewer of them in proportion to tiie number of
shoots.
(3) Spurs of this variety frequently blossom und
bdar fruit in successive seasons.
(4) The part of the crop borne on successive
bloom is greater for spurs between the length of four and
six centimeters than for spurs of other lengths. This is
due to the increase in hearing with the length of the
sjur, and to the greate- number of successively blossoming
spurs in proportion to ti e total number of spurs in these
classes.
(5) The annual bearing of Twenty-Ounce is
associated with great vigor of spurs, relatively light
set of fruit, and successive blossoming of spurs.
Len I)avis and Gano. The vigor of the spurs of
these two varieties, both of which are quite similar in
type of tree and branching habit, is seen to be alter-
nating in a manner similar to that of other varieties
studied. (Figures 80 and 81.) The vigor of the longer
growths is variable, being somewhat greater for K-2 in
1922 than in 1923, and likewise for C-l, except for a
few very long growths between seventy and ninety centi-
meters in length.
A comparison of the growth and bearing of spurs
and shoots (Table 22) shows a decided lack of con-
sistency both in growth and percent of bearing of the
three trees. C-l and B-3 are decidedly similar through-
out in 1922. Both resemble trees of biennial varieties
in their on-yeai ; in fact, B-3 has evidently begun
alternate bearing. The habit of bearing of E-2 in the
two years is similar to that of rwenty-Ounce and Stay-
man, in that the percentage of spur bearing in one year
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is considerably higher than that of shoot bearing, and
in the next year the percentages are reversed, A very
vigor ous spur growth is shown to be present in all
oases, and the percentage of all growths which behave
as shoots is relatively high.
The percentages of bearing on growths of
various lengths are shown in Figures 82 and 83. No
consistent differences can be observed in the two
figures. The bearing habit of C-l is very similar in
both years, except for being a little lower in per-
centage, on the average, for 1923 than for 1922. The
percentages of bearing are quite variable from class
to class, except la tie case of K-2 in 1923, where it
rises quite consistently up to twenty-four centimeters.
The relation of tie position of the spur to
the amount of bearing is shown in Table 23, It is
evident that bearing on terminals is characteristic of
these varieties, and may constitute a considerable per-
centage of the total crop. It seldom reaches the
relative amount found on biennial trees in heavy bear-
ing. Axillary bearing is less common, and is found
only on very vigorous terminals. The relative amount
of terminal bearing apparently alternates in both K-2
and C-l, though in opposite years.
Both varieties bear a considerable amount of
fruit on successively blooming spurs. The amount of
such bearing varies considerably, being largest in
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the year following a relatively light set of fruit. |
Table 24 shows the percent of the toal crop of the t/ee S
carried on such spurs . !
fable 24.
Percent of Crop of Ben jjavie and Gano on Successively
Blooming Spurs.
Tree
K-2
£-2
C-l
C-l
B-3
Year Percent of Crop on Successively Bloominj?Smir a
'22
'23
'22
*23
'22
98,2
12.9
28.2
20.5
16.4
Summary.
U There is some evidence of alternation in spur
vigor in Ben Davis and Gano. but it is not assooiated
either with the amount of the crop or the manner of
bearing,
2. In common with the other annually bearing
varieties. Ben Davis and Gano have a relatively high per-
centage of shoots, and they alternate in the amount of
terminal bearing. Their spur vigor is high, even in
years of least vigor.
3. Bearing on successively blooming spurs is
common, and is associated with the comparatively light
fruit setting of these varieties
, in the cases studied.
Data on :cIntosh.
The spurs of Mcintosh trees show a very marked
alternation of vigor, as shown in Bigures 84, 85, and
86. The behavior of the larger growths is variable.
9*3' 9f.f
\\ t
v,
'figure 84. Growth ofMcintosh.
— 1-1,1922.
— 11, 1923.
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probably to a greater estent with eztemal conditions than
with the spurs. The rise in percentage of very long growths
in Figure 86 is accounted for by the great number of second
growths in 1922, most of which doubled the growth of the
particular shoot for that year.
She growth and bearing of spurs and shoots do not
show consistent variations from one year to the nest. (Table
25.) The spurs consistently have made a vigorous growth,
however, and in all eases except one have a higher percentage
of bearing than the shoots.
Figures 87, 88, and 89 show the percentages of bear-
ing of the various length classes. They show that the shorter
growths do most of the fruit bearing. The highest percentage
of bearing is usually in the classes of medium spur length*
Bearing on the terminal and asillary buds of terminal
growths is of considerably less importance on itolntosh than
on any of the other varieties studied. (Table 26} The
older spurs are uniformly highest in percentage of bearing
of all the growing points.
There is but one indication of alternation in bear-
ing habit as related to position. This is in the relative
amount of bearing on terminals, as shown in Table 26.
Reference to Figures 84, 85, and 86 3hows that the higher
percentage of terminal bearing accompanies the relatively
greater vigor of the spurs.
Iielntosh trees habitually boar a considerable por-
tion of their crops on successively blossoming spurs. 1-1
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bore over 80 percent of its crop in both years on such
spurs; D-12 bore 47,7 percent of its 1023 crop similarly;
P-lei produced tiie smallest part of its crop in this manner
of any of the trees, bearing 23.2 percent of its 1923 crop
on successively blossoming spurs. Since the percentage of
bloom in the preceding year was nore than 75 percent on all
the trees, and the percent of spurs bearing fruit was loss
than thirty percent in the same seasons, evidently the
habit of successive blossoming is associated with rather
poor fruit-setting. In fact, Ijclntosh is known as a poor
fruit setter in western Massachusetts.
Second growths on Ilelntosh trees usually blossomed
and bore fruit, though the percentage was ordinarily some-
what higher when the terminals were bearing most heavily.
Two secondary growths were frequently found on one
cluster base. Both of these usually blossomod, and some-
times both carried fruit. Usually, hoi7ovcr, only the
shorter of the two matured its fruit,
gggraggg for lJolntQ3h
(1) Mcintosh trees , in common with those of all
varieties studied, show an alternation of spur vigor.
Alternation in vigor of shoots can not be said to exist.
(2) Alternation in the amount of terminal bearing pro-
bably taJces place, though this typo of bearing does not
constitute an important part of the fruit-bearing of
Holntosh.
(3) In all other respects, the bearing of Holntosh trees
in one seaso/i does not differ in definable terras from that
of the next, so far as habit of hearing is concerned,
Hie vigor of the spurs of this variety is high,
(5) Older spurs carry most of the crop of Llclntosh
trees, Ehe percentage of hearing is highest for those of
medium lengths,
(6) successive bloom and successive hearing are quite
common on llclntosh. i'he percentage of bloom is often quite
high, but the percentage of fruit-setting is usually low, as
corparod to marked biennial bearers*
(7) second growths of -this variety, like these on all
the other varieties studied, often bore fruit,- especially if
the terminals of the tree were bearing heavily*
Conclusions
She. growth of all the trees studied, with very few
exception?, shovjs a characteristic alternation of spur
vigor, Evidence of this is found in the fact that in one
year a smaller percentage of the spur population grows lees
than two centimeters, than in the next year, and a larger
percentage makes growth from two centimeters to the upper
limit of spur length. In biennial varieties, the greater
spur vigor is associated with the bearing coidition,
lhe vigor of terminal growths is variable. In some
varieties it alternates in opposite years with spur vigor,
while in others it is positively correlated with it to a
greater or lesser eirfcent. In many oases it seems to be
dependent both upon the vigor of the tree and the state of
182.
"bearing, while in others it is dependent mostly on the state
of hearing. In hiennial varieties it is most often rela-
tively higher in the year of hearing, or in other words, in
the year when spur vigor is less, than in the non-hearing
year*
*
G?he spur vigor of annually hearing varieties is re-
latively greater than that of alternating varieties, and the
relative number of the spurs is somewhat less.
In biennially hearing varieties, heavy hearing of
terminals and young spurs accompanies the higher percentage
of bearing of the entire spur population* In annually bear-
ing varieties in which alternation of hearing habit esists,
the hearing of terminals and long shoots takes place when
the older spurs are hearing their lesser crop. In the
former caso the hearing of the terminals follows the year
of the greater spur growth; in the latter it follows the
year of greater growth of the terminals, which alternates
with that of the spurs*
Biennial varieties form a higher percentage of
shoots and a lower percentage of spurs in the hearing year
than they do in the non-bearing year. Ordinarily the hi-
ennial tree of a given variety forms relatively more spurs
in either year than the annually bearing tree of the same
variety, or of annual varieties.
Bearing on successively blossoming spurs takes
place to a very limited extent on hiennial trees, if at
all; it is quite common on annual trees. It is practically
183.
always associated with a low percentage of fruit-setting.
In no case was annual bearing of trees found to be
brought about by alternating sets of spurs. In several
cases, however, it was brought about by alternating in
bearing of separate branches of considerable size.
In the cases examined, which were typical of bi-
ennial and annual varieties, respectively, the non-bearing
growths of a bearing tree were less vigorous than the bear-
ing growths, but in other respects wero evidently not a
distinct population. It is not to be expected, therefore,
that two sets of spurs could be established on a tree, one
set of which would function independently of the other.
In all varieties, second growths from terminals
usually form blossom buds. Evidently conditions either
within the tree or out3ide it are uniformly favorable to
blossom-bud differentiation at the time these growths are
made.
Briefly, biennial bearing is associated with:
(1) Che formation of blossom buds on growths of
all lengths and ages in the year of greater
spur vigor;
(2) The tendency to form a great number of spurs,
and relatively few shoots, especially in the non-
bearing year;
(3) A high percentage of set, regardless of the
amount of blossoming;
(4) An increasing percentage of bearing with
184.
length of growth.
(5) High vigor of axillary buds, both in bearing
fruit and in forming a large number of spurs*
Annual bearing differs in being associated with:
(1) She formation of blossom buds mainly on spurs
in the year of greater spur vigor, and sometimes,
the formation of blossom buds on terminals in the
year of lesser spur vigor
{
(2) The tendency to form fewer spurs, and to make
a large individual spur growth;
(S) A rather lor; percentage of set, regardless of
the amount of blossoming, and as a consequence,
considerable successive blossoming;
(4) In most cases, the highest percentage of bear-
ing on growths of the length of medium spurs;
(5) Comparatively low vigor of axillary buds, in
that they bear little fruit, and fewer of them
develop into spurs*
Application
Ihere i3 no indication in the results of this in-
vestigation that the biennial bearing habit can be broken up
by the modification of the vigor of the tree. Various methods
have been suggested as means of accomplishing this end. one
of these is the stimulation of greater terminal growth in the
on-year, by pruning and fertilisation, in the hope that the
spur growth at the same time would be greater. I'wo facts
shown in this investigation indicate that this method is
likely to be unsuccessful, one of these is the fact that
under normal conditions relatively more terminals are
formed in the on-year than in the off-year, and that
proportionately more spurs are formed in the off-year.
The other is that the growth of the spurs iB not very
closely correlated with that of the terminals. Phe
effect of the stimulation of more vigorous terminal
growth, therefore, would be, in the end, the formation
of a greater number of spurs in the off year, which
would emphasize the on-year. In fact, the worlc of
Bradford (5) on the effect of nitrogen upon bearing
habit indicates this to be true, since nitrogen in-
creased not only the total number of spurs, but also
the number o n spurs on terminals of the same length.
<?he indication is rather that the means of con-
trol of biennial bearing is the reduction of the
excessive amount of fruit-setting which characterizes
the on-ye^r of the biennial tree. In the eases where
the setting of fruit was reduced by natural causes,
annual cropping resulted, though the alternating habit
of growth of the trees was not essentially changed.
Another indication is that everything which
tends toward heavy yields in biennial varieties likewise
tends toward biennial bearing.
The stimulation of strong terminal growth, the
develcpement of a proportionally great number of spurs,
the setting of fruit on axillary and terminal buds of
186
terminals and on spurs of young wood, and a hi?* per-
centage of froit-set ting, all of which are associuted
with heavy bearing, are also associated in every case
with marked biennial bearing. It is evident, therefore,
that efforts which are properly directed toward heavy
bearing are likely to result also in biennial bearing.
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